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Last year gold boxes were
placed throughout campus.
However, only 150 people out
of 2,500 on campus managed
to find them. The committee
for the Joan Goostree Stevens
Award would be happy with 200
this year. So, the time has come
to vote for outstanding teachers.
All year long these teachers
work day in and day out to bring
lessons to hundreds of students.
The Joan Goostree Stevens
Award is a chance for the students
and faculty to recognize these
teachers. Not many people seem
to know about the award. “I’ve
heard of something like that,
but I never knew what it was
about,” says Lauren Wilding,
sophomore. Laura Reily, junior,
adds, “I’ve never even heard of
it.” Aaron Jeter, senior, had his
own ideas about the award. “I
have a feeling that teachers who
teach easy classes probably get
nominated.”
In 1989 the Sears Roebuck
Company donated money to
fund an award for the best
teacher at the University. In
1994 the family of Joan Goostree
Stevens, class of 1947, donated
the money and asked that the
award be named in her honor.
Now a committee, headed by
Dr. Mary Abkemeier, Professor
of Mathematics and Computer
Education, and Laura Heft,
Assistant Professor of Business
Administration, has created a
simple ballot for students and
asks them to nominate up to
three professors for the award.
All the ballot asks for is the name

of the teacher and the student’s
name and email address. If
that student’s choice receives
enough nominations, they will
be contacted and asked for a
lengthier description of why the
particular teacher is outstanding.
These descriptions are then
turned in to the committee and
reviewed for the final decision.
In the past, no distinction was
made between full time and part
time teachers. This tended to
cause some controversy seeing
as an adjunct professor may only
teach one course, while a full
time professor may have five.
Resolutions were made without
boxing gloves and now there
are two separate awards, one for
part time and one for full time.
In past awards only two parttime professors won.
“This teacher always lets us
out early and everyone gets A’s,”
is one comment Abkemeier does
not want to find on nomination
forms. The committee is hoping
for some more in depth thoughts
about the professors. Qualities
of a good professor are not set
in stone, but there are some
recommendations.
Students
are asked to look at a teacher’s
method of evaluating students,
creative instructing materials,
a class’s organization, use of
current research, motivation,
and high quality lectures. Past
winners have also been involved
in continuing the mission of
the school, community service,
world issues, and one even
helped students to participate in
cancer research.
Last year’s theme for the
award was “Picking the Right

Candidate” and posters were
designed with flowers. However
the original posters said “If
teachers were boogers, who
would you pick.” This theme did
not sit well with the committee
and was later changed to the
flowers, with a few renegade
posters popping up in the dorms.
Mark Douglas, Professor of
Graphics and Photography, and
his graphic design class did last
year’s posters and once again
were called on to create a new
theme. “The hardest part is
getting all of the information
right and organizing it,”
says Jessica Thomas, junior.
Designing can take from 410 hours. “Generally the 10
hour posters are better, but not
necessarily,” says Douglas. “As
the saying goes, effort doesn’t
necessarily equal achievement.”
Tire committee will receive the
final versions of the posters and
decide which applicant will be
chosen.
The nomination forms will
be due right before spring
break. After spring break, when
the nominees are chosen, the
students will be contacted for
their more in depth nomination
forms. Then forms will be
turned over to the committee,
composed of the Academic
Dean, the previous winner, two
undergraduate students, one
graduate student, one alumni,
two faculty members, and
Abkemeier and Heft. Finally the
winner will be presented with the
award at Honors Convocation at
the end of the academic year.

Past Winners
Mary Abekemeier ‘89,
‘94

Jason Sommer ‘91
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Sr. Rita Schmitz ‘05

Theatre Students Take On Fargo and Win
By: Jenn Glover,
Reporter
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“The little program that could.”
That is how Deanna Jent, Director
of Theatre, describes the Theatre
program after traveling to the
John F. Kennedy American
College Theatre Festival in
Fargo, North Dakota. Jent says,
“People kept saying Font who
and what’s Fontbonne,” as they
were called up repeatedly to
take honors at the festival. Mark
Sullivan, Technical Director of
Theatre, has been attending the
ACTF for half of his 22 years at
the University. He says, “The
ACTF is a good experience
for the students.” Roger L.
Stevens, Founding Chairman
of the Kennedy Center, started
the festival in 1965, and since
then over 600 universities have
been participating in activities,
workshops, live productions,
and award programs.
The
ACTF consists of eight regions

throughout the United States
and the University has been part
of region five regularly since
1995. “Attending the festival
is a motivation for keeping the
program operating at a high
level,” says Sullivan. University
students in the visual, graphic,
and performing arts attended
the week long event which took
place January 22 through January
28. It has taken place in such
states as Nebraska, Minnesota,
Iowa, and even here in St. Louis
when the 2005 festival came to
Touhill Center. Sullivan says,
“We like going to new places
and new theatres.”
Getting involved in the
convention requires that the
Theatre Department submit a
production to be evaluated by
the Kennedy Center. In 2005,
they submitted Rose Tattoo, The
Seagull, and The N ina Variations.
Once the evaluation has taken
place, feedback is given to the

participants in the production.
“It is nice to get feedback from
outside of the University,” says
Sullivan.
Students can then
be nominated for awards and
scholarships in such categories
as playwriting, acting, criticism,
directing, and design.
The
University is also able to register
their production to be put on at
the festival. This year students
were nominated for the Irene
Ryan Scholarship, the William
Inge Directing Competition,
and the Thayer Lighting Design
Competition.
Rory
Lipede,
graduate
student, was just one of several
University students to be
nominated for the Irene Ryan
Scholarship. At the regional
festival, 290 pairs competed,
which was then narrowed down
to only 32. From those 32
pairs, only 16 will go on to the
National festival for a six minute
audition and the chance to win

the $2500 prize. Lipede made
it past the semi-final to the final
round where, according to Jent,
she presented a three-minute
scene, a two-minute contrasting
scene, and a one-minute
monologue and ended up being
one of the two selected winners.
“It was surreal and completed
unexpected. I’m in shock still,”
Lipede says about making it to
the final rounds. “It was nice to
win and nice to keep hearing the
University’s name,” she says.
She and partner Adam Flores,
junior, will travel with Jent to
the Kennedy Center in April for
a weeklong, all expense paid
stay during the National College
Theatre Festival. There they will
be part of Master Acting Classes,
be cast in student-written oneact plays, and then compete for
the National Irene Ryan Award

“Theatre,” continued
on page 2.
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CAB Allows Commuter
Students Are Able To
Students To Feel Welcome Get Fit At Fontbonne
By: Melanie Bernds,
Reporter
A cab is traditionally a form
of transportation as a big yellow
vehicle, but at the University it
means the Commuter Advisory
Board.
This group was
established in order help raise
awareness of commuter life.
CAB encourages commuters
to come to campus not just for
classes but to participate in
events taking place here.
CAB started out from the
past Commuter Involvement
Association. CIA slowly died out
in 2003 and the current president
of CAB, senior, Michelle Tinker,
met with Chris Gill, Director of
Student Affairs, and decided
to get something started. The
outcome from the meeting was
CAB. It was established to help
every commuter feel welcome
on campus since the University
is made up of mostly commuters.
There are about 260 students
living on campus, while there
are about 2,500 students that
commute to the University. With
so many people li ving offcampus
going to the University, CAB is
still surprisingly a tiny group.
She explained CAB started out
as a focus group and has grown
now into an organization. Tinker
has continued and determined
to expand the involvement of
commuters on campus, since
she is a commuter too. Tinker is
example of a leader taking the
initiative to solve a problem at
the University.
CAB has monthly meetings
for the numerous commuters
with concerns or question about

campus life. The issue is that
the large number of commuters
does not go to these meetings
provided to them. CAB is
trying to extend the University’s
community past residential life
and open it to commuters and
even options students.
The
meetings’ attendances have been
low varying from 3-10 people
but have still been considered
successful. Out of the small
number of members most are
involved in other organizations
that are helping support and
promote CAB, such as Fontbonne
Activities Board.
CAB is
reaching out to the commuters,
one step at a time with such a
small organization. There have
been events to attract the wary
commuter to this organization
created for them. Tinker was
proud of the Commuter dinner
that was held here last semester.
The menu consisted of food
from The Pasta House. “We
had dinner for 50 people and ran
out of food!” Tinker explained.
Another commuter dinner will
be held February 28 which is
hoped to have as great of an
outcome as the one before.
This semester CAB has plans
to become more well-known
around campus. At Spring Fest
April 21, they plan to continue
hosting the Tricycle Races that
were popular among many.
Also CAB would like to include
in their plans a Commuters v.
Residents Challenge - perhaps
tug-a-war or kickball. Even
if these events are successful
another problem ahead of CAB
is who will succeed Tinker?

Tinker, who is graduating this
semester, is hoping for positions
in CAB to be filled in order for
more events to occur. “CAB
could be very powerful here
at the University, but will be
nothing without members,”
Tinker said, explaining the
dilemma CAB could be facing
soon. Tinker has her freshmen
brother, Eric Tinker involved in
CAB too, but the Tinkers can’t
hold the organization together
alone. Dan Koehler stated that
CAB was a “Tinker monopoly,”
but eventually the monopoly
could end.
The surprising thing about CAB
is that it is designed to handle
the concerns of commuters and
address them, such as the parking
lot problem. Tinker stated before
that CAB could be successful;
they could be the ones to solve
this important issue, they are a
small group seeking solutions
for a large predicament that
affects even residents. CAB is
getting out the word that it exists
directly for the commuters.
While interviewing Tinker, she
was working on mailing the
Commuter Life Newsletter out to
every commuter with an address
available. The Newsletter gives
information on upcoming events,
meetings, and workshops taking
place on campus. By sending
out the newsletter directly CAB
can then help the commuters
see that just because they live
off campus they can still attend
events on campus. CAB plans to
keep on rolling while picking up
more people on the way.

“Theatre,” from page 1.
on the Friday evening of that
week. Flores says, “There are
a multitude of different things
going on and your adrenaline is
rushing most of the time. It was
crazy and exhausting. This is a
validation of what we are doing
here.”
Graduate student Jenn Bock
has attended the festival three
times. Bock says, “The feedback
is helpful to work on improving.”
She took part in the William Inge
Directing Competition along
with graduate student, David
Lane. “Participating gave me a
chance to evaluate my progress
as a theatre student compared
to other. I collaborated with
students and faculty from other
schools. We are challenged to
produce great theatre,” Bock
says. According to Jent, Lane
prepared and preformed a scene
from “The Art of Dining” by
Tina Howe with several other
University students. Lane won
the competition and Bock came
in as runner up. Lane says, “We
would talk to the judges and get

feedback which gave us a better
idea of how to watch a show and
a better perspective to looking at
a piece.”
Jenny Steinbruegge, senior,
competed
against
mostly
graduate students and came
in second place in the Thayer
Lighting Design Competition.
Jent says, “This reflects very
positively onherteacher, Michael
Sullivan.” Steinbruegge says
the festival has made her see that
she no longer wants to teach, but
work solely in theatre. “I really
wanted to place because Jent had
students who won awards, and I
was the only one competing for
a technical award and I wanted
Sullivan to have an award too,”
says Steinbruegge.
The festival is beneficial not
only to the students, but also to
the Fine Arts Department. Bock
says, “We are fortunate to have
a strong department, fortunate
for an outstanding faculty.
:
Sullivan
and Jent provide great
।
opportunities,
they let us try all
;
aspects
of theatre, and encourage

us to go after the things that we
really enjoy.” Many productions
viewed at the festival are new
scripts or playwrights that have
not been put on here at the
University. “Our productions
compare to those at the festival,”
Sullivan says and admits that
students feel that they do as well
as the other competitors even
though coming from a smaller
school. “The festival has put us
on the map. This will increase
the interest in the department
from
Community
College
students,” says Lipede of the
affects of the festival on the
department. Jent asks students
to take opportunities offered by
the program. These students
agree that involvement in the
arts is the best advice and these
students would know.
For more information about
the John F. Kennedy American
College Theatre Festival please
visit, www.kennedy-center.org/
education/actf/

By: Carla Gitto,
Reporter

It’s Tuesday afternoon and
there are three students relieving
their stress and getting in shape
at the same time. One student
is on a bike spinning away, one
lifts weights with her headset on,
and another watches cable TV
while running on the treadmill.
The fitness center does not stand
out, especially for commuters
usually traveling from car to
class. However, the best part
about the fitness center is that it is
free, or included in the activities’
fees, whichever way you want to
look at it. Located to the left as
you walk into the DSAC, our
small, yet well equipped, fitness
center brings much added value
to a campus where convenience
is a must.
It is the time of year to start
getting ready for spring break.
For those looking for a quick,
convenient workout, or wanting
to go for a run or bike ride, there
is no need to drive miles to the
local gym when it is available
on campus. No more excuses
for not working out due to lack
of money or that it is too cold
to go for a jog outside. Along
with convenience, it currently
is never too crowded to find a
machine available. Tina Miller,
a freshman commuter, says, “It
is better than Bally’s or 24 Hour
Fitness,” where she use to work
out and had to wait to use a
machine. “It is peaceful and has
a steady flow of people working
out,” Miller adds.
The facility recently underwent
changes this fall, such as, a new
rubberized floor and streamlined
workout equipment.
The
workout equipment includes:
free weights, dumb bells, bar
bells, two elliptical machines,
two stair climbers, three
stationary bikes, a treadmill,
and eleven machines, including

two universal machines. Towels
(with a valid student I.D.) and
disinfectant spray are available to
keep the environment clean and
the fitness goers satisfied. Locker
rooms, including showers, are
available right outside the fitness
center near the DSAC’s front
desk. Brian Hoener, Director
of the Fontbonne Community
Wellness Program, says, “We
got the new equipment in mid
September, and it is used three
or four times more this year
compared to previous years.”
However, there is no need
to worry about it getting too
crowded for comfort. He says
that the busiest times are between
11:30-1:00p.m. during the week.
By busy, he means around six or
seven people at the most. The
hours are as follows: MondayThursday 8a.m.-10p.m., Friday
8a.m.-7p.m., Saturday 12p.m.5p.m., and Sunday 5p.m.-1 Op.
m.
Along with the improved
facility, there is a new program
that began this fall.
Our
program, “Fontbonne University
Community Wellness Program,”
motivates students, faculty,
and staff to emphasize the
importance of health and fitness.
Our program includes classes
such as, yoga, kickboxing
aerobics, and pilates, all which
take place in the aerobic room
on the second floor of the DSAC.
There is a small fee for these
classes since instructors come
from other gyms. The first class
is $20 dollars and each additional
class is $15 dollars. Hoener
says, “Our current six week
class has the highest enrollment
compared to last year.” For those
interested in taking any of these
classes you can contact Hoener
at: (314) 889-1466 or e-mail
bhoener@fontbonne.edu . There
are also pamphlets available in
the fitness center.

Have A Happy, Safe
Spring Break
March 13-19

News
Spring Class Brings Opportunity and
Challenge to University Students
By: Colleen Gale,
Reporter
On benches across campus as
registration approaches, students
thumb through the new course
offerings. This semester, students
are pleasantly surprised with a
course offered by the Department
of Sociology. The course, Race
and Ethnic Relations, gives
students a unique opportunity
to leam about themselves and
embrace diversity. While other
students scan the course catalog
for new and interesting classes,
the students intrigued by this
particular course should be ready
for a unique experience.
While the art and physical
science classes are no doubt
at capacity, so is this one. The
course is co-taught by Leslie K.
Doyle, Director of Multicultural
Affairs, and Dr. Deborah
Phelps, Associate Professor and
Chairperson of the Department
of Behavioral Sciences. Both
professors
express
their
excitement about the course,
and their goals for the students
enrolled.
Leslie Doyle says
she is also excited about the
overwhelming response from
students.
“My hope is that the students
in the class leam according to the
Fontbonne motto, Leam More,
Be More. By learning about

different races and ethnicities,
we can really Be More,” says
Doyle. But, she has also given
students enrolled in the class one
important piece of advice. “The
journey will be very hard,” she
says, “There is so much potential
for students to leam about each
other and themselves. They will
journey beyond their comfort
zones, and this can be very
difficult for those set in their
ways.”
Phelps believes the class will
help students accept difference
and diversity. “It is important
that students leam to keep from
blocking themselves in. The
class is about developing selfawareness,” she says. She also
comments, “It is so important
that we all realize we are one
human family. This class is
about bringing people from
that family together, becoming
culturally aware of race and
ethnic issues. Students leam
skills for openness.”
The course covers a variety
of subjects including ethnicity,
prejudice,discrimination,racism,
white privilege, internalized
oppression, and change agents.
The assignments will help the
students achieve the awareness
the professors advocate. They
have to write a race paper, in
which they answer several

questions regarding race. There
is also an assignment on family
heritage, which requires students
to examine their own family
history with race and diversity.
While these projects contribute
heavily to the students’ learning
process, Phelps believes the
most important assignment
is the journal students are
required to keep throughout
the semester. “The journal is
important because it is a chance
for students to really react to the
reading or class discussion, if
they feel uncomfortable voicing
their opinions in class. These
issues can be tough to discuss
openly in front of others. This
journal really helps to promote
the self-awareness this class
encourages,” she says.
While this class is not new to
the curriculum, and is required
for all human services majors,
the professors feel it is important
for University students to really
accept difference and explore
where they stand on the issues
discussed in the class. The class
is at capacity, which Phelps
says is a first for the class. “The
University is a close family, but
a small family,” Doyle says, “My
hope is that through this class,
we can get out there and get to
know our neighbors, and truly
live Fontbonne’s message.”
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FAB’s Annual
Relationship Game
Entertains Students
By: Cassandra Davis,
Reporter
The
University’s Annual
Relationship week began with
“The Relationship Game,” the
Fontbonne Activities Board
version of “The Newlywed
Game.”
Instead of using
newlyweds as the contestants,
this one has a co-worker
team from the Admissions
Department, Keith Quigley,
the Director of Freshman
Recruitment, and Gina Ruzicka,
the Assistant Director of
Admissions, a roommates team,
sophomores Molly Rozier and
Theresa Weber, an actual couple,
senior Jon Dressier and junior
Lauren Weissler, who have been
together a little over two years,
and the last team, “Strangers
in the Night,” who were two
people picked randomly from the
audience, junior Teddy Brinker
and sophomore Julie Allen.
The contestants were asked
questions and their partners had
to try to match the answers based
on what they know or think their
partner might say. The team
with the most points wins. The
game consisted of three rounds,
“Basics of Love,” “The Nature
of Love,” and “Whoopie, Drugs,
and Rock-N-Roll,” plus a bonus
round.
During Round 1, the hosts,
sophomores Alex Cornwell,
Dan Koehler, and junior Jared
Gruszka
asked
questions
concerning favorite color, first
boyfriend or girlfriend, and most
appealing quality. A question
that caught the audience’s
attention was, “What candy bar
describes your partner’s kissing
style?” They were able to choose
from: Zero, Watchamacallit, 3
Musketeers, and Payday. At the
end of round one, the Couple
Team was leading by a half point
over the Roommate Team.
Round 2, “The Nature of
Love,” asked questions that
few tend to discuss, such as
what season, natural disaster,
and woodland creature would
one describe themselves as.
Surprisingly, only the strangers
were able to match the answer
to what season they would be:

Autumn. At the end of Round 2,
Strangers were leading by a half
point over Couples.
The questions in round 3
were pure luck, like a song
that they would be, a song to
describe their relationship, and
the animal one would be while
doing “whoopee.” For the song
they would be, there was not
one team to match answers. A
contestant from the Couple
Team said, “Golddigger,” by
Kanye West and a contestant
from Admissions said, “Little
Red Corvette,” by Prince.
For the song to describe their
relationship, they were able to
choose from, “Baby Got Back,”
“That’s What Friends Are For,”
“Let’s Get Physical,” and the
National Anthem. Three of the
four teams matched answers on
this question. The Strangers and
the Couple matched with, “Baby
Got Back,” while the roommates
matched with, “That’s What
Friends Are For.”
The last round was a bonus,
which
consisted
of two
questions. The first was worth
two points and it was, “How
much does your partner weigh?”
Shockingly, not only did the
Strangers get that right, but
exact. So did the Roommates
and the Co-Workers.
The
Couples team came up a little
short and was able to receive
only the two points. For the final
question of the game, each team
had to wager points before the
question was asked, Jeopardy
Style. The Strangers were in
the lead with eleven and onehalf points with the Couple right
behind them with ten. The last
and final question was, “How
did St. Valentine die?” This was
the question that determined it
all. Both the Roommate Team
and Co-Worker Team got it right,
answering that St. Valentine
was beheaded. Because of this
question, the Roommates came
back for a win that belonged to
them from the beginning. The
Couples wagered everything and
came out with nothing. “Winners
never love, lovers never win,”
Koehler said in closing.
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10 Ways To Keep Busy
On Campus
1. Take fruit from the cafeteria and try to
hit the church bell in the meadow on the
first throw. Try to hit a squirrel on the
second throw.
2. Wait until everyone is sleeping then
rearrange all of the furniture in St. Joe’s
lobby. Proceed to dance on the furniture
and the big screen TV to the Beatles’
“Twist and Shout.”
3. Put on a Spiderman mask and streak
throughout the dorms while your passed
out buddy is being duct taped to a bed.

4. Use a disposable camera to take
countless pictures of your buddy’s birthday
party. Disregard the security guard when
he catches you smashing a donut in your
own face and crouching on the heater.

5. Wait for a good rain then practice
your mud sliding in the meadow. This
promotes a good “sliding” mentality.
6. Come home late and “accidentally”
break a hallway light, fail to own up to it,
and have everyone charged five dollars to
fix it. Like you guys were gonna spend it
on something important anyway.
7. Start up a midnight sports activity in
the meadow and basically convince girls
to tackle each other. Really, you gotta put
that shoulder into it.
8. Break into the cable box and give
premium cable access to your entire
hallway. Repeatedly give each other high
fives on a job well done.
9. Make close friends stare at a seemingly
harmless computer screen until a terrifying
image screams at them. Take immediate
medical action in the event of a seizure.

10. Walk around all four floors of the
dorms often enough to be known as “those
guys that always walk by with baseball
bats.”
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Professor Designated Director of
Family and Consumer Sciences
By: Tara Terry,
Reporter
Breaking
down
barriers,
pushing past stereotypes, and
forcing
through
perceived
limitations may sound tiring,
but
for
Janine
Duncan,
recently christened Director of
Undergraduate and Graduate
programs in Family and
Consumer Sciences (FACS),
it is her driving force—a daily
reminder of why she became a
professor.
Upon graduating high school,
Duncan originally intended to
major in Agronomy (the study
of agriculture through science),
but after several interactions
with her advisor, Hazel Spitze,
an international leader in the
field formally known as Home
Economics, now Family and
Consumer Sciences, she chose
a different path. Duncan decided
to pursue a teaching certification
shortly after the publication
of “A Nation at Risk.” This
document, a product of a national
commission under President
Reagan, demanded a return to
all core subjects exclusive of
the practical arts. It was Spitze’s
rebuttal to “A Nation at Risk”
that inspired Duncan to follow
her lead.
Her professional tenure began
at West Leyden High School in
Northlake, Illinois, where she
taught various courses in Family
and Consumer Sciences such as.
People Behavior and Children
Development and Parenting.
From there she went on to become
a Home Economics teacher
at Urbana Middle School in
Urbana, Illinois, before settling
down in Missouri where she
took the position of Professional
Development Coordinator at

the St. Louis Science Center.
During her two year stint at the
Science Center she represented
them in the Gear Up “In Gear
for Careers” Partnership where
her responsibilities to this
organization included providing
support services for teachers
in the development of after
school science club activities
for students. This same passion
for working with families and
helping people in need led her
here.
“I was attracted to Fontbonne
certainly because positions
were available,” Duncan jokes,
“but mainly it is because of
the University’s philosophy
of social justice and focus on
helping others. There is a good
unity here among all my core
beliefs and I have been blessed
with wonderful women to work
with.”
Duncan’s primary focus as
director is working with students
who are preparing to become
teachers in Family and Consumer
Sciences. She believes it is her
obligation to alter the frames
that students interested in FACS
bring to college. Her goal is to
remove the rose-colored glasses
from students’ eyes where family
life is concerned and highlight
the inconsistencies between
rhetoric and practice. Duncan
brings with her an extensive
educational
background—
a bachelor’s in Science and
Home Economics, a master’s
in Education Leadership, and a
doctorate in Education, as well
as a good background in liberal
arts and a strong ability to
connect and work with students.
Before acquiring her current
position, Duncan served as
an adjunct professor in the
Human Environmental Sciences

(HES) Department for one
year. She taught several classes
including Textiles and Personal,
Professional, and Cultural Dress
where she stressed a hands-on
approach to learning.
“Her assignments make you
be creative. I had to think all
the way back to my sixth grade
talent show for an assignment
on what I wore at a significant
time in my life. She didn’t laugh
at the black stir-ups and cowboy
shirt, “says senior Lori Hertlein.
At this point in her career,
Duncan has finally reached
a certain tranquility that
comes with reaching goals
set for oneself, “My greatest
accomplishment is that I have
achieved academically, what I
have wanted to do since I was
20,” says Duncan. She considers
this accomplishment twofold
with “maintaining a fantastic
marriage and raising two cool
kids.”
In fact, Duncan credits her
husband, Dave and her children
Daniel 15, and Sarah 11, as
a major source of inspiration
throughout all her academic
endeavors. If not for watching
what her children and what
other children and their families
have to endure while navigating
the educational system she
might not have the same major
driving force in her career to
strive to make a difference in the
academic structure.
“I am a Pollyanna-I really
believe in education,” says
Duncan, “Despite its limitations
and its role in maintaining the
status quo. I truly believe that
it is through education that we
can break down the barriers of
discrimination and develop more
just practices for all citizens.”

A Less Scandalous Greek Life
Offered At The University
By: Clemente’
Champagne,
Reporter
Our University is nothing
like the campuses of “Animal
House” or “School Daze” with
drunken frat parties and feuding
sorority girls stealing each
other’s men. Some colleges
experience the pros and cons of
Greek lettered organization on
their campus. Our University
seems to have few known traces
of Greek organizations for
students to question. The overall
benefits would be great for our
student body, while the well
known problems of Greek life
could damage the University’s
credibility. Students and Staff
voice their opinions.
Many of our students
are seeking Greek life and see
it as a great way to get more
involved on campus and meet

new students that they may
not ever meet, but find that our
campus has little resources to
guide them. There are and have
been Greek lettered organizations
allowed on campus, however
many staff and students don’t
know about them, or our history
with them.
Our
Honors
organizations, Alpha Delta
Omega, Delta Mu Delta, Kappa
Gamma Pi and Sigma Tau Delta,
are very much a part of our
campus Greek Life, but they are
mainly academic and only open
to specific students with very
high academic success within
particular courses of study.
Greek lettered organizations
that are more general for student
involvement are organizations
that root themselves in aiding
our communities.
With
brotherhood,

sisterhood, and community
service as the main focus among
the college students, these types
of organizations don’t just stop
at the campus, they create nation
wide and, in some cases, world
wide bonds with members
beyond college.
Our campus body
has mixed emotions about the
impact that Greek organizations
based on community service will
have on students, our campus,
and the college experience. A
survey was distributed to staff
members, and they shared their
opinions and experiences.
Kelly
Boehmer,
Mathematics and Computer
Science Professor and member
of Delta Delta Delta, stated
that “The sorority was merely

“Greek,” continued
on page 9.
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Love Strikes University’s
Professor Makes
Environmental Service Crew
Federal Case About
Adrienne Reed,
Right to Free Speech By:
Opinions Editor
By: Nicole Burnett,
Reporter
Professor Margaret Gilleo
of the History, Philosophy and
Religion Department, found
her Valentine in an unusual way
when the Gulf War broke out in
1990. Gilleo, opposed to the war,
joined some friends who insisted
that there must have been ways
to handle the situation that did
not include violence. In efforts
to protest, the group of anti
war residents of Ladue printed
yard signs that read, “Say No
to Persian War! Call Congress
Now!” After placing the fourdollar sign in her yard for one
night, Gilleo says, “I looked out
the next morning, and it was
gone.”
Two yard signs and a vandalism
later, the police arrived at Gilleo’s
door. The officers notified her
that yard signs were not allowed
within the city limits and that
she was in violation of the law.
They suggested Gilleo take
her case up with City Hall, and
Gilleo, unwilling to give up her
right to free speech, did just that.
The unpleasant representative
on the phone invited Gilleo in to
read the ordinance that allowed
yard signs only with a ten
dollar permit. The permit, the
ordinance stated, was issued only
to individuals with unnecessary
hardship. “Mine was war,” Gilleo
insists. Unfortunately, the person
in charge of issuing the permits
did not come into the office very
often. In fact, according to the
staff of City Hall, he or she was
never there; making obtaining

a permit difficult for Gilleo.
Attending a city council meeting
didn’t bring much success either.
In fact, Gilleo’s suggestion to
change the ordinance was voted
against unanimously: 7-0.
Meanwhile, the media was
anxious to report the case to
the public. “I woke up the next
day,” says Gilleo, “and there I
was holding my sign on page
three of the Post Dispatch.” This
little sign was causing quite a
stir in the public eye, and Gilleo,
caught by surprise, contacted her
spiritual advisor to help her make
sense of the case. “She reminded
me that some people may not
like it, but God would want me
to speak out,” says Gilleo, “and
I signed that piece of paper
that confirmed my lawsuit for
violation of my first amendment
right. I didn’t believe it.”
Gilleo’s case was taken all
the way to the United States
Supreme Court when the city
responded with an even more
rigid policy on signage, where
the judges ruled the ordinance
as unjust; granting the citizens
of Ladue free speech thanks
to Gilleo. Her Valentine came
along shortly after. “I was a
widow at the time, living alone,”
she says. “And I got a lot of
phone calls and letters. Some
were supportive and others were
not.” One phone call in particular
stands out in Gilleo’s memory,
when her (now) husband called
to give support on her case. “To
this day,” says Gilleo “Neither
one of us remembers who
suggested lunch.”

Come to FAB’s
Cosmic Bowling
Night!
Friday, March 24

Forget about those old tan
uniforms with the University’s
“Leam More Be More” logo
on the tee-shirts. Forget about
the cargo full of trash, toilet
tissue, dirty mop water, and
glass cleaner that they push
around campus throughout the
long days and nights. Now,
prepare to get a warm and
orgasmic tingle as you read
love stories about members of
the University’s Environmental
Service Crew, formerly known
as
Housekeeping.
These
workers have had experiences
that can give students a lesson in
Romance 101.
Alan Dunbar, who is in charge
of the cleanliness of the East
Building, had one of his most
romantic moments outside of
his home country of Liberia.
After a long day of work, he
went to visit his girlfriend who
anxiously waited for his arrival
with a candlelight dinner. She
had prepared Dunbar’s favorite
dish; roast beef with vegetables,
red wine, and a little Chardonnay.
After the filling meal the couple
headed to the living room couch
and cuddled while watching a
love movie on Lifetime. Dunbar
was so awed by the night that he
could not remember the movie
title, but he says, “That night
I gave her a nice and soft foot
mb, and a nice back massage for

making my favorite meal.”
Sometimes the best love stories
happen outside of the home.
Ann Jackson, a two year veteran
of servicing Medaille Hall,
reminisced of her life changing
Valentine’s Day ten years ago.
On February 14, 1996 Jackson
was working as head cashier
at a dining area at St. Louis
University when her boyfriend
surprised her with candy, roses,
a teddy bear, and an engagement
ring. Stunned at the marriage
proposal and the discovery that
her boyfriend and supervisor
were in cahoots, Jackson became
teary eyed yet eager. She became
so eager that the couple rushed
to Clayton Courthouse that same
day to proclaim their love with
a certificate of marriage. “I
didn’t know that so many people
went to the courthouse to get
married,” Jackson says, “Boy,
that place was so crowded that
day.” Ironically, Jackson and her
husband were number 14 in line
to match that special date of the
year.
Ten years later, the couple is
still romancing. This Valentine’s
Day, they plan to go to the Fox
Theatre to see the play “Madea
Goes to Jail.” Afterwards they
will proceed to the Marriott
Hotel, and the rest of the night is
unknown to anyone but Jackson
and her honey.
Stan Williams, who cleans art
rooms, a theatre, and trash in

the common area of Southwest
apartments from 10:30 PM. to
7 AM., is also married. Outside
of his work zone, Williams is
thinking of ways to out-romance
his previous Valentine’s Day
escapades, and his wife has
never complained. Williams
and his wife started dating in
1979, but she would have never
imagined her 2000 Valentine’s
Day. After a hard day at work,
she walked into the kitchen of
their home to widen her eyes
to flickering candles around the
table and a steaks sizzling on
the stove. After eating succulent
meat and drinking expensive
wine, Williams led his lady to the
bathroom that was aromatized
with a Freesia scented candle
from Bath and Body Works.
Warm bath water ran for his lady
as an intermission from the night.
While she bathed, Williams
put the finishing touches on the
bedroom. More scents, more
candles, an enlarged card, and
a massive red and white teddy
bear propped up on the bed.
Williams says, “After the dinner,
the bath, and listening to Luther
Vandross the night was very
very romantic.”
Contrary to popular belief, the
members of the Environmental
Service crew are more than
cleaners. They are real people,
with real lives, that consist of
real romance and love.

World Traveler Makes A Pit Stop
By: Chris Schott,
Reporter
Nabil Pryce has gotten good
at packing a suitcase. Up until
now, the nineteen-year-old
University freshman has been
living most of his life in Dubai,
the second largest city inside the
United Arab Emirates. But at
heart, Nabil is an American. Or
maybe he’s a Jamaican. Born in
Florida to his Jamaican parents,
Nabil moved to Dubai when he
was just five years old. With
family planted everywhere from
London to Colorado, Nabil says
he has been constantly traveling
most of his life. “I’ve been a
lot of places, but my home is in
Dubai,” he says.
It’s not easy to understand
how someone that has been all
over the place ends up at a small
university in the Midwest to go
to school. After all, Missouri is
not exactly at the core of what’s
hip. But while visiting relatives
in London, Nabil found out that
his request for a visa to go to
school in Canada was denied.
After some research on the
internet (and one scholarship
later), Nabil has arrived at the
University ready to start his
college education. Like every
student moving away from
home and just starting college,

Pryce realizes that his personal
freedom is starting to take shape.
“It’s nice to be far enough from
my family, but not too far,” he
says. Nabil has been getting
used to life on campus as well.
“The community bathrooms in
the dorms are a big change for
me. And the food is something
I’m still getting adjusted to, but
other than that, the people are
really nice and 1 like it here.”
Pryce said that sharing a dorm
room is also a new experience.
“My roommate is great; he even
lets me be messy on my side of
the room.” When he is able to
escape his messy dorm room,
Nabil has been busy exploring
the city’s museums and parks.
Pryce’s cousin beats people up
for a living. That’s because he
is a professional football player
for the Denver Broncos. Trevor
Pryce has been a defensive end
ever since the Broncos drafted
him in 1997. “I don’t get to
see him that much, but he’s
a very busy person,” Pryce
says. But this does not stop
him from watching his famous
cousin every Sunday. “I catch
just about every game,” he
says. “The Broncos were fairly
good this year.” But being a
professional athlete does not run

in the family. Pryce is interested
in law and plans on transferring
out of the University’s Pre-law
program into another school of
his choice in the future. “But
that’s far off,” he says. “I plan
on studying here for quite a
while.”
With such a hectic schedule in
the past, Pryce believes it is nice
to slow down a little. He has
confidence that the University
offers some stability to his
otherwise fast pace lifestyle.
With his plans of pre-law in the
immediate future, he knows that
he has a long road of studying
ahead of him.
Along with
his new surroundings here in
St. Louis, Pryce knows that
constancy will play an important
role in his education. “This is
a small university, there’s not a
whole lot to do other than study.
But I did go to a party the other
night,” he says. Moving across
the country to go to school can
be difficult for a lot of college
students to handle. But for Pryce,
moving across the world is just
another step in his extraordinary
life. Life here should be pretty
easy to swallow for a world
traveler. Besides getting used to
the food on campus, Pryce will
be just fine.
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Reporter Imbedded In Sumo
Suit For Fontbanner Exclusive
By: Krista Brown,
Features Editor
Hunter S. Thompson could be
rolling over in his grave, except
for the fact that he had his ashes
shout of a cannon.
The acknowledged Gonzo
journalist always put himself
into his story. Little did I know
I would break one of the basic
tenets of journalism when I
walked into the Dunham Student
Activity Center on Thursday,
January 19th for the Fontbonne
Activity Board’s special event,
Sumo Night. Then, I was just
a reporter. Now, I am the sumo
wrestler.
Okay, so maybe I’m not a
real sumo wrestler - but on that
Thursday night, on the second
floor of the DSAC, in front of
that little, but lively crowd of
University students, I was man
enough - er, woman enough to
sport that sumo suit. And let me
tell you, it wasn’t pretty. Yeah,
so, I didn’t have to gain the
300 pounds like those Japanese
professionals in the itty bitty
diapers - but I faced climbing
into a suit of plastic and fluff,
blue thong and all. And if things
weren’t bad enough, who was
my challenger? None other
than “Giant” David Whitwell,
a Webster University — yes,
Webster - freshman who had to
be at least 6’5.
So, there I was, donning my
huge sumo body, black hair-in-abun/helmet, unable to move my
body except for what I would call
a penguin wobble, standing on
this green and yellow floor mat...
and along comes Whitwell. It
was a classic Fontbonne verses
Webster showdown in the most
epic of battles, and I had the
home field advantage. He was
intruding on my turf. It was like
David and Goliath here (except
David Whitwell wasn’t actually
David, he was Goliath, the evil
giant, and I was the little Godly
boy David who would take this
guy out with one tiny stone - or,
so 1 thought), and I didn’t know
how I could pull it off.
The referee, or umpire, or
whatever you call them in the
sport of sumo, brought Whitwell
and I into the center of the mat.
He told us our rules: no grabbing
or pushing with our hands (as if
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The University
Recognizes Star
Financial Aid Officer
By: Corin Hunter,
Reporter

Krista Brown, freshmen and Webster University student David Whitwell,
go at it on the mat.

Photo by: Kristy Shelberg

Krista Brown, junior, crawls out of her sumo suit in defeat.
Photo by: Kristy Shelberg

I could even move my arms) and
no kicking. The best out of three
would be the winner of the match.
My heart was racing and I was
pumped and ready to take - him down. At the first whistle, Goliath
- I mean, Whitwell - rushed for
me and I could see the evil fire
in his eyes. With one gigantic
belly-bulldoze, I was lying on
my back, unable to get up or even
move my body from the weight
and restriction of that humungous
suit. Life in the sumo suit wasn’t
all that great.
With the help of a man on each
arm, I was yanked back in to

the standing position. I was
raging and ready to get at
him. However, that rage didn’t
help when Whitwell quickly
wobbled around to my left
and pummeled me to the floor.
That was it - two quick knowdowns and the match was
over. On that Thursday, evil
presided over good. I suffered
a shameful, bewildering, and
altogether mortifying defeat.
But then again, how good
must a Webster sumo wrestler
feel beating a 5’3 woman from
Fontbonne? What a man!

Advising Week Begins
Monday, March 27

We have all experienced the
fluttering feelings of excitement,
anxiety, and anticipation of
embarking on our college
Many students can
career.
remember waiting on-edge for
the postal worker to deliver the
big news that determines our
fate for the next four years, the
news that comes in either the big
acceptance package or the little,
“Sorry we’re not accepting you
at this time,” letter. Although
the acceptance letter can be a
big relief and the beginning of a
new chapter in life, for some the
reality of paying for college can
be another story.
Nicole Moore, Director of
Financial Aid and an alumni, has
been diligently helping students
in this uncertain predicament
for over 10 years now. Moore
understands that the financial
aid process can seem like a
tremendous and impossible
undertaking for a newcomer,
but her main goal is to assure
the students that the Financial
Aid Office is here to assist in
every aspect of the financial
aid process, from lending their
expertise
and
consultation
support to weeding out the
mounds of paperwork. “That
is what we are here for,” says
Moore. “My staff and I make
every effort not only to ease the
student’s anxieties, but also to
make their dreams of college a
reality.”
As Moore fondly reflects on
her career, she is the first to
admit that she cannot believe it
has been almost 20 years since
she first embarked on her own
college journey here in 1988.
Moore feels that she can relate to
the many stresses today’s college
student has to deal with; she also
had to balance both the demands
of her classes and work study
in the Financial Aid Office. She
agrees it was sometimes difficult
trying to handle both work and
school, but she feels that it was
her work study experiences
that first planted the seeds of
community service. It was not
long after completing her degree
in Business Administration and
Finances in 1992 that she began
working for the department fulltime as a loan counselor. Moore
later earned her Masters in
Finance at the University and was
quickly promoted as Assistant
Director, a stepping-stone in
Moore’s career. In 2000, she
accepted the director’s position
with vision and determination.
Now Moore not only oversees

the main Financial Aid Office
with federal and state funding,
but she also works directly with
the Options program as well. “It
keeps me busy, but both offices
are like a community. We work
together to get the job done,” says
Moore. If that is not enough on
her plate, Moore works actively
with the Diversity Committee
helping to build intercultural
awareness on campus and she
recently began working with the
Enrollment Management Board
over the past year.
Moore believes her successes
are largely based on the diligent
efforts of her staff and the
support of the University. She
is impressed with a university
that not only believes in the
capabilities of their students
while they are here, but also in
the quality of education they
provide by embracing her as
faculty member directly out
of school.
Annette Hebert,
Assistant Director of Financial
Aid, has worked directly with
Moore for almost nine years
and is extremely grateful to
be able to work under such
a knowledgeable colleague
everyday. While working in the
department, Hebert has observed
Moore to be both caring and
kindhearted not only to her staff,
but to all that come in contact
with her, making for a pleasant
workplace. “I am thankful for
all of the opportunities and
knowledge she has passed
down to me,” says Hebert. “I’m
blessed with such a wonderful
boss.” Peggy Musen, Associate
VP for Enrollment Management,
admires Moore’s willingness
to work with students and their
families through the financial aid
process with the utmost patience
and professionalism.
Although Moore is modest to
highlight her accomplishments
at the University, the results
and her colleague’s testimonies
undoubtedly
speak
for
themselves. Over the years,
Moore along with her staff has
transformed the Financial Aid
Office into a more efficient
department. Whether it be
renovating the once small
quarters into a more private and
comfortable area or instituting
the most recent electronic
financial aid modules for a more
rapid aid process, it is no longer
such an daunting experience for
students anymore, and Moore
hopes that they will see the
Financial Aid Department as just
a quick detour that sets you back
on the road to your educational
career.
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New Assistant Food Service
Valentine’s Day:
Three Men and a Holiday Director Looks Forward To
Improving Campus Food
By: Melanie Bernds,
Reporter

Most people are familiar with
the love-giving Cupid during
this time of year, but theyare
not aware Of how Cupid really
did help this holiday known as
Valentine’s Day. The history
of this pink and red-filled day
goes all the way back to the
Greek gods and goddesses. The
god Hermes is what represents
today’s marketed Cupid, since
he was the one believed to take
wing and shoot arrows of love.
February was the month of love
and fertility in ancient times and
was also the worshiped month
of Zeus and Hera’s marriage.
The Romans followed in
their neighboring ancestors as
February was saved for fertility,
complete with rituals. These
rituals involved sacrificing
goats while drinking wine. After
the wine, they would run the
streets holding pieces of the goat
touching women with it, to bring
them easy birth giving.
The Catholic Encyclopedia
explains there was a St. Valentine;
actually there were three of them
all of which were martyred. One
was believed to be thrown in jail
where he returned sight back to
the jailer’s daughter. A letter
was found that he had written to
her before he was killed, signed,
“Your Valentine.” Another was
beheaded because the Roman
Empire wanted single men to
join the army and he worked as
a minister marrying couples so
the men wouldn’t have to fight
for the Emperor. All we know
about the third Valentine is that
he died in Africa. There was a
feast day made in their honor
which landed on February 14 in
496.
The Middle Ages followed the
tradition of making February
the month of love too, but for
different reasons. The English
and French in 1381 decided that
February 14 was the day when
birds started to pair up. Literature
was even affected by this
because Chaucer’s Parliament
of Fouls discusses this event of
match making of birds stated by
Wikipedia Encyclopedia.
The seventeenth century is
when the exchanging of pretty
tokens began. This is when boys
started to realize they had to
express their love on one certain
day. Not only did they have to
pour their hearts out, but also
had to give something that their
significant other would like and
not be off ended by. The first card
was created during this time in
1840 in the adoration of this day

of love. The Victorian age helped
sport this idea by creating lacy,
dainty paper picturing flowers
and sweet scents. In 1847 they
took off in the market.
The British are responsible for
bringing over the conception
of Valentines’ Day during the
nineteenth century. Apparently
this holiday did not take off
too well, just the color red. The
famous mobster, Al Capone, had
seven people killed on this day
of love and it became known as
the St. Valentine’s Massacre of
1929. Miners may have been
pleased because the diamond
industry for Valentine’s Day
burst in 1980. The promotions
for diamond purchase for this
day may also cost the miners
because they too would have to
buy the little lady a sparkling
rock.
It’s the year 2006 and
Valentine’s Day is still celebrated.
Valentine’s Day has become
the second largest card sending
holiday after Christmas. The
stores cover their shelves right
after Christmas with the colors
red, white, and pink. Candy
sales jump, which doesn’t help
some New Year’s resolutions.
There is also the buying of silky
heart boxers for men which are
known to be uncomfortable or
the silly lingerie that is only
appropriate one time a year. It is
hard to shop for this day because
Christmas was only fifty days
earlier when the significant
other received a gift. On this
day it is also nearly impossible
to get dinner reservations. The
cliche of buying roses to show
affection can actually show a
wallet size since it is extremely
expensive.
For some, it can be a Singles
Day and be celebrated by
watching stalker movies all day.
Or it becomes a Singles Day
since couples have a tendency to
break up on this day because of
the stress. While others scamper
around to find their one true
love that they somehow didn’t
find the year before on the 14th.
This marketable day does seem
to keep history in mind since
they still use the winged Cupid
for promotion techniques, but no
slaughtering of goats has caught
on as in the past. The three St.
Valentines still have their name
echoed throughout the day. The
birds still might find their match
on the 14th.
The diamond
advertisements never cease to
end during this time too. History
has taught and displayed once
again how things used to be
simpler.

By: Pat Dolan,
Reporter
Surrounded by fresh fruit,
a bottle or two of wine, and
the familiar sound of running
water, some may think they
are on vacation. Add to that
the warm temperature and they
may feel that they are in the
tropics. Travis Boessen, the
University’s new Assistant Food
Service Director, sees his new
office a bit different. “I wish it
was more wine and fruit,” says
Boessen. “I see the paper work,
the inventory forms and price
sheets from area food vendors
that have piled up.” After nearly
ten years in the restaurant and
food service business, Boessen
pays little attention to the sounds
of the sink water and other noisy
distractions that accompany his
busy nearby kitchen.
Bom in Jefferson City,
Missouri, Boessen has always
enjoyed cooking. “Along with
basketball, cooking has always
been a part of my life,” he says.
And after his freshmen year at
Central Methodist University in
central Missouri where Boessen
played basketball, he pursued
his passion.
Transferring to
Johnson Wales Culinary Institute
in Charleston, South Carolina,
Boessen gained the knowledge
necessary to turn his passion into
his career. Second in the United
States only to the Culinary
Institute of America, Johnson
Wales specializes in hands on
training along with classroom
learning in the Culinary Arts.
In 1993 Boessen graduated
from the Institute with degrees
in Culinary Arts and Hotel &
Restaurant Management.
Boessen finds himself at
the University after stops in
Jefferson City, Branson and
most recently, where he was
Food Service Director, at
Central Methodist University.
In Branson and Jefferson City
Boessen worked in the restaurant
side of the food service industry
where he managed two upscale
Italian restaurants. Tired of very

New Assistant Food Service Director Travis Boessen.
Photo by: Pat Dolan

long hours, working weekends
and holidays, Boessen has
enjoyed the institutional side
of the business. Learning the
ropes at Central Methodist,
Boessen brings his culinary art
to the University working with
Food Service Director John
Kozlowski and the kitchen staff.
It is that passion and freshness
that excites Kozlowski. “Travis
brings a fresh set of eyes and
ideas to the job,” he says, adding
that, “his resume and experience
are outstanding as well.” The
University has been exactly what
Boessen expected. Impressed
on his visit to interview for the
position, he says, “Even though
I left a director’s position, I
consider this a very prestigious
position at a much respected
school.”
Serving 200 plus lunches
on any given weekday can be

challenging, “Especially when
the majority of the customers
are traditional college students,”
says Boessen. “Today’s college
student is very health conscious
and wants good fresh food,”
something he says he will be
mindful of. Angie Genail, junior
could not agree more. When
asked what she would suggest
to Boessen, she says, “fresh fruit
and cold milk.” Genail’s friend
Richard Hennessey, junior
added, “I want a better pizza.”
Boessen looks forward to the
day when he can be up front and
in contact with his customers.
“Right now I am about a week
away from getting settled in
and finding a routine, when that
happens I will make sure I listen
to the kids.” Also included in
that routine, Boessen says will
be “regular use of the facilities,
especially the hoops.”

Busy Person’s Retreat Begins
Sunday, April 2

features
New University Financial Aid
Officer Settles In Comfortably
By: Lisa Wolk,
Copy Editor
The right person for the job can
be hard to find, as can be finding
the right job for the person.
Janine Russell, the University’s
newest Financial Aid Counselor,
knows all about this but hopes
she has finally found the answer
she has been looking for. Russell
is convinced that she has solved
both her own problems and
those of the Financial Aid office,
which has been struggling with
this issue recently.
Russell is the Office’s third
Counselor in two years, taking
over the position previously held
by Denise Jackson. Jackson
replaced Carrie Slama in
December 2004, and is currently
serving as the University’s
Student Loan Coordinator. She
began this position in October
2005 after Craig Reichert
resigned in July of the same
year.
Russell is no stranger to the
University—she has previously
workedintheOptionsdepartment
before serving as the Student
Loan Officer in the Business
Office from March 1999 to July
2001. Russell as also spent a brief
time working as the Assistant
Registrar in the summer and
fall of 2001. In October 2001,
Russell decided it was time to
pursue a different career venue
and left the University to teach
at Patricia Stevens College.
Russell admits this move “did
not pan out very well,” and left
after one year. From this point,
Russell joined the teaching staff
for a not-for-profit high school
program for “At-Risk Youths.”
Unfortunately, this program
was cut after a government
evaluation and Russell was once
more looking for a job.
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As a former staff member
and a student in the Options
program, Russell turned to her
connections with the University
once more. “I ended up calling
Nicole [Moore, Director of
Financial Aid} just because I
hadn’t talked to her for awhile
and wanted to know how she
was doing. I actually wasn’t
asking about work, but it just
so happened that she mentioned
the opening in the [Financial
Aid] Office and asked if I would
come work for her,” Russell says
of her stroke of luck.
Russell was thrilled about
the offer, since she enjoys the
campus and wanted to be able
to work and attend classes at the
same location. “I really like the
closeness of [the University] and
the way things are set up here,”
Russell says.
When she returned to the
University as Financial Aid
Counselor, there were two
things that stood out to Russell
the most. First, she was amazed
by the recent renovations to
the Registrar, Business, and
Financial Aid Offices. “These
cosmetic
improvements
really make the Offices more
inviting,” Russell says.
In
addition, Russell noticed that
the parking problem has gotten
considerably worse during the
time she has been absent. Apart
from these two differences,
Russell acknowledges that the
University has remained the
same. “Everyone is still really
friendly and makes you feel
right at home.”
Russell, whose desk is in the
first cubicle in the Financial Aid
Office, is the first person to greet
any student that comes in. This
position demands a high level
of patience and willingness to

help and Russell feels she is the
perfect person for the job. “I just
like working with people—the
whole customer service aspect
of it. I want to give students the
information they need so they
don’t make mistakes,” Russell
says.
Furthermore, Russell
adds that she is respectful and
courteous, and makes sure that
she smiles at everyone that
walks through the door.
As with any new job, Russell
has had to learn the processes
that are unique to the Financial
Aid Office. This has not been
a problem so far, however, as
Russell asserts that she is “a
quick-learner.” Though she has
not worked with the Financial
Aid process directly, Russell has
proven that she can handle the
unique situations that arrive on
a daily basis.
Russell’s biggest expectation
for her new position is reforming
the Office’s image. “I want [the
students] to feel that this is a
place for them to get help. This
Office is a resource,” Russell
says. The biggest challenge
for Russell will be convincing
students that she, with the other
staff members, are there to help
the students any way they can.
“And don’t forget, the
Financial Aid Office is a fun
place to come by and visit...
especially if you’re bringing
something to eat,” Russell says
with a laugh.
Despite
the
wonderful
treatment Russell has received
from the University, there’s still
one thing missing. “I think that
it would be nice to have a family
discount. I graduated from here
with a Bachelor’s in Business
Administration, and my sister
attends the University now but
we don’t get any discount!”
Russell says with a smile.

University Students
Speak Out
Q: What makes modernist poetry
more incompatible to Linux
Redhat programming when faced
with legal ramifications?
“I just need to remember to
turn my radio down when I pull
into campus. I don’t think the
University’s ready for my Lion
King soundtrack.”
-Daniel Thomas, Vending
Machine Operator
“Am I sad because it’s raining or
is it raining because I’m sad?”
-James Weber, File Sharing Major

“If one more person tries to pick
me up with the line, ‘Is that a
mirror in your pocket? ‘Cause it’s
reflecting light from the sun and
hurting my eyes,’ I’m gonna go
crazy!”
-Allie Collins, Conversation Heart
Writer

Haitian Student Studies Art At University
By: Rachel Whitener,
Reporter
Rene Dimanche is a guy
who will lean forward when
he listens. The lines between
his eyes will show his focus on
whoever is speaking. He will
give sound advice or express
his opinions openly on the arts,
politics, religion, morality, you
name it. His art can be red and
orange lines of color, black
and white shapes, or paintings
of different parts of the body.
Dimanche is a thirty-eightyear-old architectural designerChristian-artist-veteran-actorphilosopher, and a student at the
University.
Thirty-eight
years
ago,
Dimanche was bom in Portau-Prince, Haiti. At the age of
two, his family left their country
and came to the United States.
His mother, however, became
homesick and after several years

in the states, they returned to
Haiti. Dimanche spent two more
years in his home country before
once again coming to the US,
this time to stay. “The United
States is my home, but Haiti is
my country,” Dimanche says.
He believes that this feeling
came from the return to Haiti
for those two years as a child
because it was during that time
that he learned the most about
the culture.
Back in the states, Dimanche
went into the army and in
1994, he was deployed to his
own home country. The troops
were there for the protection of
the priest-turned president, and
Dimanche says, “Everyone went
in there thinking it was gonna
be crazy, but we were there one
week, took off our vests, went
to the beach, and hung out in
the mountains.” Dimanche had
been on leave in New Hampshire

when he got the call to go to
Texas to prepare for deployment.
“So, 1 didn’t go to Haiti with the
best mindset.” He was relieved,
however, that conditions in
the country were better than
anticipated. Dimanche considers
Haiti to be special because of
all the islands surrounding and
including it, Haiti alone has kept
its independence. The country’s
government, Dimanche says,
takes action that fuels the poor
way of life with which many
characterize Haiti. “There are
resources; they’re just not being
orchestrated.” Still, he says,
average citizens have become
the government by leaving their
home and then returning years
later, when they can see what
needs to be done.
Dimanche, now a United States
citizen, has a BA in architectural
design from the Rhode Island
School of Design and an MBA

from Webster. He also has A+
and N+ certification; this means
he can work as a computer
technician or in networking.
While
Dimanche
received
degrees in computer systems
and design, he also studied art,
and at one point, he considered
traveling west to act. “I never
really latched on to one thing,”
he says.
Dimanche remains
an architectural designer now
professionally, but as far as his
style of art, “At this point, it is
too early to describe myself as an
artist.” His portfolio includes oil
painting, some transparencies,
a few abstract beauties, and a
newfound interest in fabric,
but mainly, portraits make up
his walls. Dimanche loves to
put focus on one aspect of the
body and develop the colors and
shadows with it, like the arm or
stomach. Dominic Dimanche,
Rene’s younger brother and also

a student at the University, says
of his brother’s work, “It always
speaks to me when I see it. I
visit him all the time and 1 get to
see every stage and its end, from
the first sketches on canvas and
first wash of paint.”
Dimanche is attending the
University to get an MFA and
to develop his technique, but
there is much more to his agenda
than that. One item on the list
of Dimanche’s goals as an artist
is to study independently in his
homeland, Haiti. He wants to
use art to demonstrate Haiti’s
potential as a nation. Ideally,
Dimanche wants to write a book
on Haiti’s culture which will
mainly include pictures showing
its people and geography. The
pictures included in the book will

“Art,” continued on
page 11.

FEATURES
Professor’s Early Influences
Contribute To His Success
By: Jenn Glover,
Reporter
Mark Alexander, Professor
of the Business Department,
began his business experience
in south Saint Louis where his
family operated a grocery and
dry goods store. “Taking care of
the business and the customer,”
made a lasting impression on
Alexander’s life. He kept track
of customer accounts and dealt
with suppliers and deliveries.
He valued the face-to-face
communication with customers
who lived in the neighborhood.
He graduated from Cleveland
High School and attended
Washington University, where he
received a Bachelor of Science
in Business with a concentration
in Accounting and later received
his
Masters
of Business
Administration from St. Louis
University. After his education,
Alexander worked at the
Missouri Pacific Railroad, now
called the Union Pacific System,
in the accounting management
field for 25 years. He says that
his corporate experience gives
meaning to the texts. He also
taught at Maryville University
for 12 years.
When he first started at the
University, he taught classes off
campus at the Chrysler Plant in
Fenton. He says the students
at Chrysler have the benefit of
coming off the assembly line
straight to the classroom. This
year, Alexander became a full
time professor after five years
of being a part time faculty
member at the University. He
continues to teach classes at the

“Greek,” from page 4.
a stepping stone to a world of
opportunities in my college
career.” Randi Wilson, Associate
Vice President for Student
Affairs, does have two daughters
who are members of a sorority,
but holds a mild negative view
“in most part due to the bad
press that frats and sororities
receive.”
Mary Rott, Senior,
says that “It creates drinking
and hazing issues and less
of a community atmosphere
among students.” In contrast,
Senior, Michelle Tinker says it
could “definitely bring people
together and help commuters
get more involved in events
and on campus activities.”
Transfer counselor, Michael
Lowe-Farmer, and member of
Tau Kappa Epsilon, says it looks
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Microwave Etiquette,
Other Cooking Skills
Discussed In New Course
By: Dan Koehler,

the student’s lives and those
Chrysler Plant and several others
Reporter
who come in contact with the
here on campus. Alexander
Here at the University, one of
different cultures,” he says.
says, “It is good to be apart of
the main goals is to provide its
Alexander
points
out
that
the
the Fontbonne family. Being
students with life skills. Every
Business Department would
a small campus you get to
class we take is supposed to relate
like
to
further
its
accreditations
know faces. Across campus is
to everyday life so that we may
in
the
future,
which
he
thinks
only a block away.” He works
apply the teachings effectively
will
enhance
an
already
great
with both undergraduate and
once we graduate. However,
program.
graduate students and those in
there is one aspect of necessary
Raising three sons with his
the Options program. Needless
life skills the University has
wife, Tracy keeps him busy off
to say, he keeps busy with
campus as well. He recently I overlooked: cooking.
advisees; he contributes to the
I found out the hard way that a
assumed the role of general
International MBA Program,
can
of Campbell’s Soup placed as
contractor while building his
and organizes the Graduation
is
in
the microwave will explode
new home. Finishing up the
programs. Alexander says he
and,
in turn, send my dog into
basement with trim and coming
enjoys organizing graduation
a
series
of seizures. No one
up with a fireplace design are
because it gives him a chance to
warned me this was a possibility.
some
of
his
current
projects.
work with everyone on campus.
Everyday students are jaded in
Building furniture is something
The campus is an inviting
the same nature as I have been
that
Alexander
wants
to
devote
place to Alexander. He says, “It
because meals are being cooked
more
time
to
these
days
since
he
is friendly here. I like to be here
and served to us two or three
has a great passion for taking a
as much as I can. I look forward
times a day. When we get out
piece of wood and turning it into
to coming to work.” He enjoys
into the real world, we may not
something that he made with his
the campus so much that he says
have the luxury of someone
own two hands. He has built
he would do just about anything
else preparing food for us. We
hutches and wants to put one in
to continue working here. He
may not have someone clean up
his office. Alexander would also
says, “I would sweep the halls
after we are finished either. It is
like to start building rocking
and shovel the snow.” Alexander
time the University takes action
chairs.
holds not only the campus but
against this potential problem by
When
mentioning
that
a
also the students in high regard.
promoting AmeriServe workers
Business
Degree
will
not
take
“We have a close connection
George and Miss Maggie to the
students
as
far
today
as
it
once
with the business students The
title of University professors.
did,
Alexander
says,
“
No,
it
is
faculty has background to help
We have these two culinary
a great foundation. It is what
students understand the text
geniuses right under our noses,
you do with the degree after
and bring it alive,” he says. He
and their abilities have yet to
graduation. If you leam about
feels that he also learns from
be
completely utilized in their
your industry, it is like putting
the students as well. “We get to
careers
here.
tools in the tool box and when you
know students and they then feel
For
those
who are unfamiliar
use your talents, you are taking
comfortable to ask questions
with
these
two
professor-bound
the tools out and using them.”
about the real world.” He
employees,
they
can be found
The values that Alexander took
especially likes working with
everyday
in
Ryan
Hall
preparing
from the family grocery store
the students from such places
meals for the masses. George
have
made
him
who
he
is
today.
as Thailand and Taiwan in the
works the cash register and
Through his dedication to the
International MBA Program.
makes his rounds catching up
University,
students
are
reaping
“It’s a value to experience and
with students while Miss Maggie
those
benefits.
promote diversity. It enriches
watches with a careful eye
making sure people take only
as much as they can consume.
My favorite entree from these
two mealtime innovators would
undoubtedly be Miss Maggie’s
Mac & Cheese. This culinary
I delight features ordinary pasta
that is out of this world. She
I takes macaroni noodles and
। bakes them with cheesy-cheese
sauce. It is sauteed in this

good on a resume, however,
Greek life on our campus may
not benefit commuters.
The stereotypes of
Greek lettered organizations
still stick out in everyone’s mind
- Partying, Drinking, Hazing.
Dr. Angele Thibodeaux Bruns,
Assistant Professor Program
Director of the Early Childhood
Program and member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Incorporated says,
“Nationally, some irresponsible
Greek undergraduate chapters
of various Greek lettered
organizations have engaged in
devastating hazing and alcohol
binging
activities,”' which
leads in the reasons why Greek
organizations are not wanted on
many college campuses.
In every instance,
students and staff believe that it

is up to the individual and their
reasons and purpose for wanting
to be a part of any organization.
These organizations should not
hinder the academic growth of
its students.
The staff has some
advice for those thinking about
pursuing Greek life. “Be openminded and consider it as an
opportunity to better yourself
and make life long friendships,”
says Boehmer.
“Evaluate
what benefits and challenges
membership may offer them
during their college years and
after graduation,” says Wilson.
“Know who you are first, so
you can offer your talents to
the organization and the greater
community,” says Bums.

manner for a while and then she
adds that special Miss Maggie
touch, along with a few secret
ingredients, to create the greatest
dish at the University.
Every student would want
to enroll in this course.
It
could be the most popular
course in University history,
certainly the most interesting
and most functional.
These
two professors would fit in
the Dietetics Department like
Barry Bonds at a “How to use
Steroids” clinic. In a class this
unique, named “The Art of
Culinary Skills 101,” a regular
grading scale will be discarded.
George’s grades will include,
but are not limited to “Alright
now!”, “You my main man!”,
“Home time!” and finally “You
go get you some!” Naturally,
Miss Maggie will grade on the
“Sweetie Scale.”
Once this course is offered,
and becomes a success, the
sky is the limit for these two
upgraded professors. Word will
buzz around Hollywood and
eventually these two characters
and VH1 could agree to terms for
a new CelebReality show. It will
become an over-night success
and explode like a Campbell
soup can in a microwave.
Miss Maggie could then go
on to fight Martha Stewart in
Celebrity Boxing 15 (Yes the
greatest show where washed up
celebrities pummel each other
will rise from the dead), while
George will go on to befriend
Flava Flav, after both of them
ecstatically shout his catch
phrase, “FLAVA FLAV!!!!”
(Does anyone else think it’s odd
that a catch phrase for a man is
his name?) They could even
become the new Chris Farley/
David Spade comedy duo of the
big screen.
But I guess until the University
wises up to this problem, I will
just have to be satisfied trying to
understand what Emeril Lagasse
is saying on his cooking show
that airs on the Food Network.

Dan Koehler, sophomore, has no cooking skills and is looking to the Uni

versity for guidance.
Photo by: Sara Adams
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Student Speaks Out About
Black History Month
By: Adrienne Reed,
Opinions Editor
February has come and
gone. The time to hit the floral
department to pick up a dozen
red roses or to make passionate
love with your significant
other into the morning light of
February 15th is over. Besides
all this romance, the month of
acknowledging great AfricanAmericans that were allowed to
fill space in history books.
In elementary school, children
learn about Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., hear about the bravery
of Rosa Parks, and ignorantly
read the content of poems written
by Maya Angelou. Despite this
time of acknowledgement, I
get a little upset around this
time of the year. I’m not angry
because too much of the real and
more relevant Black history has
been consciously disregarded
in history books, on television,
and by teachers. I’ve had time to
dwell on that issue since I was
able to sit on my daddy’s lap and
hear stories about activists like
Stokley Carmichael, Eldridge
Cleaver, and Angela Davis.
I’m bothered because these 28
days manifest fakeness amongst
many African-Americans.
This is the time when
African-Americans feel that it
is appropriate to express their
culture. As a result, they pop in
the “Roots” DVD, go to formal
dinners to listen to kids recite
the famous “I Have a Dream”
speech, or wear T-Shirts with
pictures of Malcolm X outlined
in red, black and green. Don’t
misunderstand
me;
there’s
nothing wrong with celebrating
Black culture. I love learning
about my Ibo ancestors from
Nigeria, and reading about the
militant and non-violent groups
that contributed to the fight for
social equality. The problem is
not February. The problem is
that many African-Americans
only celebrate their culture in
February while eleven months
are left useless and placed in a
forbidden bottle.
In my 21 years of living, I
can’t count how many people
have said, “Why are you doing
that...it’s not Black History
Month,” or “That Black
empowerment stuff is not going
to get you anywhere.” When
February hits, some of those
same people want to “act” like

they agree with every word that
flows out of Louis Farrakhan’s
mouth. Some of those people
also want to “act” like they
wrote the lyrics to “Lift Every
Voice and Sing.” It’s comical for
me to watch them organizing,
reading, and expressing on the
28th, then relaxing, conforming,
and ignoring on the 1st.
I asked a friend from Quincy
University what he thought about
the issue. He said something
that put a satisfying smile on my
face. His exact words were, “I
would rather be a Black man all
year selling burgers rather than
a Black man for just 28 days
eating them.” He was referring
to McDonald’s 365 days of
Black History campaign.
So why do so many AfricanAmericans feel that they cannot
fully express themselves and
their culture the other eleven
months of the year? From what
I’ve noticed, too many people
are afraid to be proud. Too many
African-Americans think that
other races don’t understand and
don’t care about Black culture.
Yeah, sometimes that is the
case; however, so many people
don’t understand Black culture
because so many Black people
choose to hide it. So many
Black people choose to believe
that expressing themselves all
the time would take them out of
their comfort zone.
One ofmy friends was listening
to a song by Talib Kweli, who is
known for his conscious hip-hop,
in her apartment one evening.
When her Caucasian roommate
entered the room she turned the
radio station to a song by Linkin
Park, an alternative rock band.
That is one out of a million of
actions that helps conceal the
very essence of Black culture.
Even though the month is
over, I want everyone to express
the many aspects of their culture
all the time. Perhaps that would
open the doors of understanding
and acceptance in a society that
so desperately needs it. Huey P.
Newton of the Black Panther
Party for Self-Defense often
said, “Power to the people...all
people.” Adrienne G. Reed of
this University says, “There
are not enough days in the year
to fully capture the influence,
contributions, and history of
Black culture, so use those
365 days wisely and with great
intent.”
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One Student Reveals His
Embarrassing Inferiority
By: Mark Bruder,
Reporter
I have a confession to make.
It’s not something I’m proud
of, but after speaking with my
therapist, it’s something I feel
can truly help others. And,
since we all have skeletons in
the closet we aren’t proud of,
perhaps this will help me affect
for change in my own life. So,
here goes... (man, this is harder
than I thought)... I... I can’t ride
a bike. There, I said it --1 cannot
ride a bicycle. Somehow, in my
youth, it never dawned on me to
attempt to learn this most basic
of all rites of childhood.
The few times I’ve revealed
this dark secret to friends, their
first response is, “Seriously?”
Yes, I’m serious. Why would
I make something like this up?
“No, I just wanted to sound cool
in portraying myself as someone
who is outperformed by a fiveyear-old. You totally got me,
dude...” The second question
they ask is, “How could that
be possible?” I honestly don’t
know.
When others were
outside riding their new Huffies,
I was trying to get around on my
pogo stick. I thought I could be
a trendsetter; instead, I just got
beat up a lot. If you want an
image of my childhood, imagine
an overweight 1 O-year-old riding
a tricycle built for toddlers, knees
banging against the handlebars,
honking a tiny plastic horn
tricked out with Ninja Turtles
decals, yelling, “Hey, wait up,
guys! Guys...c’mon!!” to his
friends, pedaling far in front of
him. That’s my life in a nutshell,
but I digress.
Now, some are probably
thinking, “So you can’t ride a
bike. Who cares? How is that
a problem?” Well, I suppose
if it were just my shameful
ineptitude regarding the bicycle,
it wouldn’t be so bad. But, over
the years, I’ve developed a bit
of an aversion to the bike. The
breaking point happened a few
years ago when I was driving to
a friend’s house. Once I entered
his subdivision, there was a
group of children riding bikes,
laughing. One of them made
eye contact with me, and I swore
their laughter was because they
knew... I immediately turned
around and sped home, spending
the next 17 hours in an empty
bathtub, drinking cheap whiskey,
listening to Tom Waits, sobbing
uncontrollably.
I’m not sure
if there is an official, textbook
definition for “rock bottom,” but

Mark Bruder, senior, cannot ride a bike.
Photo by: Sara Adams

I think that incident may qualify
as such. Being humiliated by
first-graders is something no
college student should endure.
Since then, I’ve been unable to
even look at a bike. Really, put
one in front of me, and I just curl
up in the fetal position, rocking
back and forth, sucking my
thumb, mumbling to myself until
someone removes the demon
machinery from my line ofvision
(similar to Superman being
exposed to kryptonite. This is
not the first time I’ve compared
to myself to Superman, nor will
it be the last). This fear of bikes
has caused more than a few
awkward moments in my life.
But, even still, that’s not the
worst of it -- my lack of bike
riding expertise could have
serious implications for my
immortal soul. I’m certainly
no Bible expert, but I’m pretty
sure that Jesus said something
along the lines of, “Lo, dear
bipedal! Ye shall ride upon two
wheels, as my Father in Heaven,
making full use of the power of
thine legs.” (I could be wrong,
but I think He said this at the
Last Supper). So, when I die,
I can look forward to spending
eternity in the fetal position, a
soul trapped in limbo due to the
aforementioned disability. This
is not a comforting thought. It
is my only hope that the golden
bicycle has training wheels, or
is one of those funny old-timey
bikes with the huge front wheel
and tiny back wheel. At least

then, I’ll have some company in
my endless days in Purgatory.
In fact, many Bible scholars
now believe that Judas betrayed
Jesus due to his pro-bike
message. Apparently disgruntled
that only those who could ride a
bike could enter the kingdom of
Heaven, Judas betrayed Jesus in
order to suppress the truth. The
Pharisees, however, paid a cruel
joke on him -- instead of thirty
pieces of actual silver, he was
given thirty coupons to Fayeed’s
Bike Bizarre in Jerusalem.
Realizing there was no way to
escape the pro-bike bigotry,
Judas ended his own life. How
many more will have to be lost
before we end this senseless
hatred?
It’s reflecting on this senseless
death, and the countless others
like it, that has caused me
to come out of the non-bike
riding closet. According to the
National Bureau of Statistics, at
least 25,000 people have killed
themselves since 1977 due to
the shame brought on by being
unable to ride a bike (some
doctors think these suicides
were caused by “depression,”
but what’s more depressing that
being unable to ride a bike? I
rest my case).
Hopefully,
sharing this shameful secret will
lead to greater respect for those
who are velocipede-challenged
(the preferred term). Or, at the
very least, I’ll be able to think
about Lance Armstrong without
having a seizure.
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One Student Ponders:
“What If I Ran Away?”
By: Peter Cartier,
Managing Editor
What if I did it?
What if J just stood up in the
middle of class, pushed my chair
in, left my books on the desk, slid
past my fellow students, nodded
to the confused professor, and
just ran away?
I could run down the stairs of
the East building and burst out
the exit doors. I’d run through
the arcade past the mixed smell
of cigarettes and the cafeteria’s
brooding meatloaf, look both
ways and run through the
parking lot. Nevermind the cars
circling like vultures. Maybe I’d
stop and act like I was getting
into a car so I could watch the
vehicles smash into each other
and ramp off other cars to get to
Peter Cartier, senior, wonders iffinishing school is worth it.
the potential spot.
Photo by: Sara Adams
What if while I was running, I
tripped, fell, and lay motionless
the sand is met by a gentle tide
meals. Soon the coconuts that
for twenty minutes? What if no
and people sit quietly in lawn
I dressed up like people would
one even offered to help me?
chairs and fondle Coronas? The
inevitably get on my nerves and
What’s their problem?
I’ve
sun takes an hour to set and pants
meet an untimely end at my
obviously bruised my knee.
are optional.
hand. What if I get sandbum?
What if I checked my wallet
What if I got sand in my
How do you even treat that?
and 1 only had six dollars?
eyes, tried to flush it out with
I would probably miss all of
What if I had to slip back into
salt water, and passed out from
my TV shows. It never was
class really fast, gather up my
the pain? What if I regained
the same acting out my favorite
books, nod once more to a now
consciousness and drop kicked a
episodes of “Growing Pains”
visibly upset professor, and
coconut just to prove a point?
with the animals; though that
quickly return my books to the
I could spend the rest of my
monkey was a convincing Kirk
bookstore? Lord knows that
days rolling through the sand,
Cameron. What if they made
would finance my getaway.
wrestling boars, and having
a Mighty Ducks 4 while I was
And then I would run again,
dinners with the Swiss Family
away? Why did they wait ‘till I
past the buildings, past the fiveRobinsons. I wouldn’t need an
was gone? And what if I decide
car pileup, and out onto Big
English major to build a hut and
to start wearing pants again?
Bend. What if someone driving
then lay crying and shivering
Maybe finishing school isn’t
by honked and I waved because
in said hut during rainstorms.
such a bad idea. Maybe if I just
I assumed that it was someone I
Algebraic
knowledge
isn’t
grin and bear it, I can graduate
knew, but mid-wave discovered
necessary to start a fire, and the
from the University and work
it was a stranger and I felt like
only full time job I’d need would
a good enough job so that I can
an idiot? And as I ran, what if all
require spear fishing. I could pick
buy an island. I could bring TV
the information I had acquired at
up a side job as a berry picker,
to the island and start a relief
the University began to drip out
but only if I’m comfortable with
fund for those burdened by
of my brain? lambic pentameter,
the long hours.
sandbum.
vertical integration, and MLA
What if I lived for years and
What if I discover the haunting
format all lost in the wind.
still hadn’t grown a beard? It’s
truth that I have to finish this
What if I tried hitchhiking and
not so much the inability to grow
semester, put on some pants,
had to convince passing cars
facial hair as much as the scar
and dance across a stage in order
that 1 wasn’t going to hurt them?
on my chin from the wild bear/
to make the dreams a reality?
No, I won’t change the radio
hide and seek incident. I never
So I suppose I’ll just clear my
dials either.
should have trusted that the bear
throat and continue taking notes
What if I took a bus, then a
would keep his eyes closed for
in class. Or I could just wait
shuttle, then a plane, then a boat,
the full thirty seconds anyway.
until I wear my running shoes to
and then a dune buggy attached
There’s always the chance that
school.
to a hang glider to a place where
I would get sick of fish for all my

“Art,” from page 8.
be those which inspire Dimanche
to paint of his country. “That’s
the plan,” he says, “because Haiti
was once known as the pearl of
the islands. That’s how I want to
remember the country.” Also on
the agenda is a reintroduction of
“the truth” through Dimanche’s
work with Biblical images.
“Spiritual
dimension
is
important,” Dimanche says,

and he is genuinely fascinated
by images depicting Jesus and
the Last Supper, among others,
which he would one day like to
paint. Working with spirituality
as an artist is something he plans
to do directly. “Indirectly,” he
says, “I want to affect the work
of missionaries.”
If all of this is a mind overload
now, find Dimanche, sit down

with him, and have a conversation
about world issues, the three
levels of art appreciation, or the
idea of an annual kite festival
in St. Louis, Missouri. “I’ve
been told that I’m a thinker, and
I think too much,” Dimanche
says with a smile, but there is no
better way to know him.
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University Smokers
Fight Descrimination
By: Mark Bruder,
Reporter
They stand huddled together,
wretched souls in the dead of
winter, teeth chattering, trying
to shield themselves from
the elements.
People pass
by, shooting angry glances
as they continue, not giving
these sad people even the
acknowledgment
of being
human. While this sounds like
a Dickensian scene from 19th
century London, it is played out
every day during the winter on
this University’s campus. Just
ask any smoker. It’s hard to say
just how many students smoke
at this institution, but it could
be stated with relative certainty
that the vast majority of students
and faculty are smoke-free.
While this is all well-and-good
for them and their prospects for
living longer, healthier lives, it
leaves those who choose quality
over quantity literally out in the
cold.
This is not a trend exclusive
to the University. For those
currently in college, it seems
natural that smoking is banned
almost everywhere, save for
bars and certain restaurants.
That’s a trend, however, that
only started recently, sometime
around 1993 or 1994. When
the tobacco companies were
forced to admit that they had
attempted to actively deceived
the public regarding the dangers
of smoking, the floodgates
opened regarding the banning
of smoking in public. Suddenly,
second-hand smoke became a hot
issue, and the attitude towards
smoking began to change in
America. The actual dangers
of second-hand smoke are
still being tested, and different
studies give different numbers as
to how many people are affected
by second-hand smoke and the
mortality rates amongst those
exposed. Regardless, it became
common practice for smoking to
be banned in all public buildings.
There was little smokers could
do, aside from taking it outside.
Had current students been on
campus in the ‘70s, they would
have seen a totally different
attitude regarding smoking.
Sally Bruder, class of ‘76,
remembers that when she was

a student, “we used to smoke in
Ryan in between classes, sitting
on the benches in the hallways.”
While certainly no smokers
would ever for a second believe
such liberal smoking policies
will be returning to this campus
(or anywhere, for that matter),
there could likely be a middle
ground found. For instance,
there is almost nowhere to
smoke that is covered on the
campus. The front of Medaille
offers an overhang, but aside
from that, smokers have no other
options. The arcade connecting
Ryan, East, and Science has “no
smoking” signs clearly placed
throughout. This seems like
overkill. Is the smoke really
so bad that people can’t be
bothered to walk through it for
even a second? While many
smokers simply ignore those
signs on days when it’s raining
or otherwise uncomfortable
to be out in the open, they are
forced to endure angry glares
from those who want a smokefree arcade.
Some sort of compromise
can certainly be found. If the
arcade is so populated by nonsmokers that it needs to remain
free of smoke, why not have a
smoking lounge somewhere on
campus? There, smokers could
sit in a ventilated room and get
their nicotine fix far away from
the sensitive lungs of those who
choose not to partake. Or maybe
the no-smoking signs could
be removed from the arcade
down by the Student Center.
This would allow smokers a
place with an overhang not
immediately in the path of
most students. As abhorrent as
some find smoking, the students
who choose to engage in this
activity pay tuition the same
as everyone else, and deserve
some sort of accommodation.
While in the ‘70s, the balance
regarding smoking rules may
have been unfairly tilted toward
the smokers, now; the rules are
unfairly tilted to non-smokers.
Certainly, a happy medium can
be found, allowing smokers
some sort ofdignity when getting
their fix. Having them huddled
out front of buildings like street
urchins is no way to treat any
student of this institution.
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Women’s Basketball Finishes Strong
By: Bob Rott,
Sports Editor
The University’s women’s
basketball team is on a roll
right now; they are eight and
three in St. Louis Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (SLIAC)
play. In the first semester of
play the team only won two
games. Apparently the rest and
relaxation by the team in Hawaii
over the Christmas break was
exactly what they needed. Head
Coach Keith Quigley attributes
the turn around because, “The
team had a really tough non
conference schedule, and they
played five of the top 25 teams
in the nation.”
The team consists of two
seniors, Meghan Kohnen and
Maria Eftink. “I am really proud
of these two seniors because of
their leadership; they lead by
example.” Quigley said. There
are also only two juniors on this
year’s team, Michelle Reale
and Kate Evers. “I am also
very proud of Evers because
of her leadership and ability
to keep our team loose but
focused.” Quigley said. “Reale
is in the midst of her breakout
year, she has become a real
dominate player inside for us.”
Quigley said. There are eight
sophomores on the team: Hilary
Barkley, Kristen Chamberlain,
Claire Rogers (who has suffered
a season ending ACL injury)
Cassie Cotton, Molly Rozier,
Helen Valli, Mandi Newsome,
and Liz Sharpe-Taylor. Quigley
commented that, “Liz is a very
versatile player for us because
she has the size and strength
to play inside and also the
quickness and shooting ability
to play outside.” Six freshmen
round out this year’s team, they
are: Mary Valli, Helen’s younger
sister, Kasey Thompson, Colleen
Boehm, Kristen Swanson, and
Abbey Franklin. “The freshmen
on this team push us everyday
and make this basketball team
what it is today,” Quigley said.
The team tipped off conference
play this
season against
Greenville. In the first half, they
started off very hot scoring 34
points and holding Greenville to
17. The Lady Griffins took a 17
point lead into halftime. In the
second half the team scored 31
points while Greenville scored
36. The Lady Griffins defeated
Greenville by 12 points. Some
individual performances that
stood out were Sharpe-Taylor
who led the team in scoring with
15 points and seven rebounds
while point guard and spark plug
Evers had 11 points and three
steals. Chamberlain chipped in
with nine points. Contributions
from The trio of Rozier (seven
points), Barkley and Newsome
(each with six points) were also
important to the team victory.
The women’s basketball team’s
next victim was MacMurray.
The Lady Griffins defeated
MacMurray by two points in
a closely contested game 7169. The Lady Griffins scored

32 points in the first half while
holding MacMurray to only
19 points. In the second half
MacMurray poured in 50 points
while the Lady Griffins scored
39 points. Chamberlain had
an astounding 18 points and
seven rebounds. Sharpe-Taylor
pitched in with 12 points and
nine rebounds. Kohnen had 11
points and six rebounds. Evers
had six rebounds of her own.
In the next game came the
Lady Griffin’s first conference
loss at the hands of Maryville.
Maryville defeated the Lady
Griffins 88-67.
Chamberlain
led the team with 15 points and
eight rebounds. Sharpe-Taylor
had seven rebounds.
The Lady Griffins bounced
back quickly and defeated
Principia by 30 points, SO
SO. In the first half the Lady
Griffins scored 42 points and
in the second half they scored
47. This was a true team effort
that resulted in a victory. Evers
led the team in scoring with 15
points, two blocks, and four
steals. Sharpe-Taylor had 14
points and six steals. Kohnen
chipped in with 13 points and
six rebounds. Sophomore Helen
Valli helped out with nine points.
Chamberlain scored eight, while
three players had seven points
each: Barkley, Rozier, who also
had four steals, and Thompson.
The Lady Griffins kept up their
momentum against Westminster
defeating them, 70-63. In the first
half, the Lady Griffins scored 32
points while Westminster scored
28. In the second half, the Lady
Griffins scored 38 points and
Westminster had 35. This was
one of the most controversial
officiated games of the season.
The referees were not calling a
very tight game in the first half
and then in the second half they
were calling everything a foul,
for both teams. Reale scored 18
points in 31 minutes. Barkley
had 11 points and Kohnen scored
nine. Webster defeated them 6757. Reale scored a season high
19 points and had eight rebounds
while Barkley had 15 points.
The Lady Griffins’ next
opponent was Blackbum; the
University quickly regained
their winning ways by defeating
them 67-51. In the first half the
Lady Griffins had a difficult time
putting the ball in the basket
scoring just 22 points. Half
time adjustments proved to be
successful in turning momentum
around in the second half, the
Lady Griffins scored a whopping
45 points in the second 20
minute session. Chamberlain
scored 13 points and had nine
rebounds. Sharpe-Taylor had
11 points while Reale had 10
points, eight rebounds, and four
steals. Kohnen pitched in with
eight points and three steals of
her own.
The next game was one of the
most satisfying of the season,
the season sweep of Greenville
at Greenville. The Lady Griffins
defeated Greenville 68-52. In

the first half the Lady Griffins
scored 32 points and once again
played stifling defense to gain a
12-point lead at halftime. The
University offense was perfectly
balanced scoring an identical 32
points in the second half to win
by 16. This would be classified
as a statement win for the
University’s women’s basketball
program. This win on the road
signifies that this team is good
right now but has the chance to
be great next year or the year
after that.
Chamberlain had
18 points, seven rebounds, and
three steals. Reale and Rozier
both had 10 points.
Stoked to a white-hot fire the
Lady Griffins’ next opponent
was MacMurray.
The Lady
Griffins defeated MacMurray
64-61. In the first half the Lady
Griffins scored 29 points. At the
start of the second half there was
a scoreboard malfunction. This
delayed the game for about 10
minutes. After the ten minutes,
the scorers for the game got out
of storage the old fashioned
flipper scoreboard.
For the
entire second half the score was
kept on the old-fashion flipper
scoreboard. In the second half
the Lady Griffins scored 35
points. Sharpe-Taylor led the
team with 14 points and three
blocks.
Kohnen and Reale
both scored 11 points, and eight
rebounds. Barkley chipped in
with 10 points. Chamberlain
had seven rebounds and Rozier
also had seven. Evers pitched
with five steals.
The Lady Griffin’s next game
was against Maryville.
The
Lady Griffins kept the score
close for the first half. The score
at halftime was 40-38 Maryville.
But Maryville pulled away in
the second half to win by 15,
85-70.
Fortunately, Coach
Quigley didn’t storm the court,
like he did last year, to pick up a
technical foul.
Continuing their torrent pace
against Principia, the Lady
Griffins defeated them 7258. In the first half the Lady
Griffins poured in 39 points to
Principia’s 26, taking a 13 point
lead into halftime. The second
half was the same story; the
Lady Griffins scored 33 points.
Barkley and Reale led the team
with 10 points, while Reale had
six rebounds. Evers was not
far behind with nine points and
five rebounds. Sharpe-Taylor,
Newsome, and Chamberlain
all had seven points a piece,
while Chamberlain grabbed
six rebounds. Kohnen helped
out with four steals and five
rebounds.
The number three seeded
Lady Griffins ousted the number
two seeded Webster University
in conference play Friday,
February 24th, 49-48. They
went on to play the number one
seeded Maryville University on
Saturday, February 25th. The
game was taken into overtime,
with Maryville winning 74-64.
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Golf Team Confident
In Upcoming Season
By: Pat Dolan,
Reporter
Senior Rich Faeth is confident
that this year’s golf team will
win the St. Louis Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (SLIAC)
Championship. “We have a good
group of guys coming back, a
good core group that along with
two or three additions should be
able to compete with anyone,”
says Faeth. A group, Faeth adds,
“That has a good work ethic, and
has worked out regularly this off
season.” Fortunately for Faeth
and the rest of the team, this
winter has been pleasantly mild.
“Regardless of the weather,”
Faeth says, “you’ve got to play
year round, if you don’t play in
the winter you won’t play in the
spring.”
As the only senior on the
squad, Faeth has emerged as
the team leader. “Believe me,”
he says, “it’s not because I’m
the best golfer every weekend,
by any means.” More likely it
is because of his work ethic that
gets Faeth consistent results
week in and week out. Coach
Lance Thornhill, in his ninth
season as head coach agrees,
“If you want to talk golf, talk
to Faeth, he lives the game,”
Thornhill says. “I’m here a
lot,” Faeth admits, adding “I’m
a senior and I want to win it all
and go to nationals.”
The spring season will get
underway in early March.
Although the official schedule
is still to be determined, Faeth
knows that besides the usual
SLIAC schedule, Thornhill
will arrange for additional
tournaments. “Last year we
participated in the Missouri State
University Invitational, hosted
by Missouri State that was open
to all programs in the state,”
Faeth says. “It was awesome.
We played a great course in the

Ozarks and competed against
Mizzou and other Division
1 programs. Mizzou won of
course, but we competed well,
finishing in the middle of the
pack.” More important than
that impressive finish however,
says Faeth was the experience.
“To play against DI talent in a
tournament atmosphere is what
we need more of,” he says.
Faeth realizes that golf is
not a fan friendly sport. “It’s
tough for the average student
to follow us,” he says. “Don’t
get me wrong,” he continues,
“I’d love more support, more
recognition for the program.”
Students interested in attending
tournaments are encouraged to
contact the Athletic Department.
Faeth assures that the department
will do everything possible to try
to accommodate any fan. Travel
is the biggest obstacle, “most
of our tournaments are two day
events,” Faeth says. “And many
are out of town.”
The upcoming season has
Faeth and his teammates excited
at what can be accomplished.
He is also excited about another
involvement he has within
the University golf program.
“Coach Thornhill is starting a
program for women,” Faeth says.
“There has already been a lot of
interest from the girls.” Faeth
has been acting as Thornhill’s
recruiter and encourages anyone
expressing interest to contact
Thornhill’s office immediately.
Even better, take a walk over to
the DSAC and ask for Rich. If
he is not out on the golf course
or in the classroom, chances are
he will be there.
And if you are interested in
joining either program, Faeth
says to bring one thing. “Your
work ethic, because if you don’t
play in the winter, you won’t
play in the spring, not here, not
this year.”

Golf Team Schedule
03/29, TBD: ©Southern Illinois
University, Edwardsville
04/06, TBD: ©Marshall
Invitational
04/07, TBD: ©Marshall
Invitational
04/13, TBD: ©MacMurray
Invitational
04/20,: vs Maryville
04/27 : vs Westminster

